Email: ssrsjob@retensa.com

SQL Server Database Administrator/Developer: Microsoft SQL 2012
Job Description:
Our B2B SaaS application has live clients in the cloud for 8 years. It is used by companies in 40 countries
and by people speaking 12 languages. We are always enhancing and expanding functions and next is
the SQL Server Reporting Services and SQL Server Integration Services engine. That’s where you come in.
We are looking for a DBA/software developer to scale SSRS reporting features and SSIS capabilities.
Candidates should have a passion for data mining with a vision for creating awesome software.
Part-time employees and independent contractors only. We have plenty of work to do. So this could be
an opportunity to be the lead SQL server database developer on an innovative and expanding cloudbased software platform.
Skills/Qualifications:
The ideal candidate is intuitive, fast, and can forecast database issues before they occur.
You will work independently, but a loner won’t fit here. We need to collaborate and be in
communication. We created something unique, and it will change the work experience for millions of
employees. We want someone who believes that how people work can change, and wants to be a
part of it. We have big goals and that means big projects, and there is also a steady stream of smaller
jobs as needed. Starting at 10 to 20 hours per week, can increase based on successful delivery.
Your knowledge of Software Architecture, Data Security, and MS SQL database administration are key,
as responsibilities will include scaling and securing the system as it grows. To be considered, please show
the reports you created/delivered in SSRS 2012 or SSRS 2014.
We like people who accomplish the goals they set. They embrace new and different solutions; explore
new technologies; read professional publications and attend trade events and/or webinars to
continuously learn and grow. At this point, USA candidates only please. Remote team members are
already on staff, and more are welcome. We are ready to start immediately. Please respond to us
including resume, your requested hourly rate, and sample of reports delivered from SSRS.
Software:
REQUIRED: SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), SQL Server 2012
RECOMMENDED: Previous SaaS / Web Application experience, SFTP Servers, Java, jQuery
===================================
Responsibilities:
- Develop and integrate new reporting templates using SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and MS
SQL 2012 on a SaaS application
- Revise and implement new database architecture to meet needs of an expanding web-based Ecommerce application
- Troubleshoot reporting technical issues and expand limitations to increase software usability
- Analyze existing and proposed systems; managing triggers, scripts, database integration, security to
identify and resolve potential issues
This is a real job from a real company. We are looking for a long-term partner so we will ask you a lot of
questions. As a result, you can be assured that anyone else on our team has been vetted to be a smart,
hard-working, high performer. If you like the sound of that, please apply.
Send Resume and Sample Reports (screen shots or PDF’s) to ssrsjob@retensa.com

No phone calls please
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